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WELCOME TO DIE GARTEN TULLN
DIE GARTEN TULLN is located in the heart of Lower Austria, halfway between Vienna and the
Wachau. A total of 70 purely ecologically maintained show gardens invite you to enjoy nature and
to collect ideas for your own green living room. Whether garden, balcony or terrace - DIE GARTEN
TULLN offers suggestions, tips and tricks to all garden fans. The barrier-free area is also an ideal
excursion destination for people with mobility impairments.
The restaurant „Die Gärtnerei“ offering a view of the water lily pond, the bavarian beer garden or
the garden vinotheque WEIN•GE•NUSS of the Koch wine estate provide a wide range of cuisine.
The treetop walk, in combination with the observation platform located in a height of 30 metres,
offers a wonderful panoramic view over the Danube valley, into the Wagram region and even as far
as the Alps to the Schneeberg and Ötscher mountains.
DIE GARTEN TULLN, the first ecological garden show and botanical garden, is tended to strictly
according to the „Natur im Garten“ criteria, which means that no turf, chemical-synthetic plant
protection products or fertilisers are used. DIE GARTEN TULLN is managed as a botanical garden.
DIE GARTEN TULLN opens its garden gates every year from April to October.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 						
AT A GLANCE
• All prices include VAT.
• Group prices are valid for 20 persons or more
• Every 21st person is free of charge
• Tour guides and bus drivers have free entrance
• Group prices can only be guaranteed if the tour guide or bus driver buys the tickets for the
entire group.
• Menu group prices can only be guaranteed if the group is registered in advance and the menus
are paid for with a total bill.
• The entire premises of DIE GARTEN TULLN are barrier-free. Wheelchairs can be booked in
advance and are available free of charge. (Phone +43 (0)2272 / 68 188)
• The barrier-free accessibility of the area has been awarded a certificate by the „Rotes Kreuz
Niederösterreich“.
• Plan at least two to three hours for your visit.
• As nature can sometimes be a bit capricious, be prepared for given weather conditions. All
programmes also take place in rainy weather.
• The NÖ-Card is not accepted for groups.
• Combined tickets are not available during the International Horticultural Fair.

Service for bus drivers:
• Easy arrival thanks to a guidance system to DIE GARTEN TULLN.
• Let your guests get on and off the coach conveniently and directly in front of the entrance
area, then park your coach at the free coach parking/P2.
• Waste disposal facilities are available directly at the coach parking.
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EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Date
Highlights

09 April
th

Easter at DIE
14 May
th

Mother´s Day
11th June
31st August 04th Septembe
r

www.diegarte

ntulln.at

Father´s Day

GARTEN TULL
N
at DIE GARTE

N TULLN

at DIE GARTE

N TULLN

Intl. Horticultur
al Fair and DIE
GARTEN
TULLN = 1 area

TIP: Mother‘s day trip
Admission to DIE GARTEN TULLN
Herb walk of 45 minutes
3-course menu
Rose garden soap
Duration: 4 hours

TIP: Pumpkin festival
Admission to DIE GARTEN TULLN
Guided tour of 45 minutes
Pumpkin seeds to take home
3-course pumpkin menu
Duration: 5 hours

Price per person
EUR 35,80

Price per person
EUR 31,60
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THE GARDEN EXPERIENCE
The 70 show gardens invite you to marvel and enjoy: the lush rose garden, the playful cottage
garden and the Karl Ploberger Garden are all embedded in a magnificent riverside landscape.

Admission
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Group price per person 		
(20 persons or more)

EUR 10,50

Guided tour of the gardens
short guided tour (45 minutes)
price per person 			

EUR 3,90*

long guided tour (90 minutes)
price per person 			

EUR 5,80*

Flat rate for small groups
(less than 20 persons)
short guided tour (45 minutes)

EUR 78,00*

long guided tour (90 minutes)

EUR 116,00*

* The guided tours can only be used in
combination with a one-day admission ticket.
Guided tours in English, Czech, Italian,
French and for people with special needs are
available upon request.
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GUIDED TOUR
General guided tour
On this tour you will receive valuable and exciting background information about DIE GARTEN
TULLN. Learn some interesting facts from our nature intermediaries.
Gardens in climate change
What does climate change mean for plants and animals in the garden? How can we
create oases of well-being in the garden that provide for a pleasant microclimate?
In this guided tour you will experience how to garden in a climate-friendly manner and how to
prepare for long periods of heat, but also for heavy rainfall events.
Guided tour of the herb gardens
Depending on the season, kitchen herbs, wild herbs and wild fruits are presented and tasted. Learn
more about seasoning with herbs, their healing properties, the dangers of confusion and traditions
of use.
Near-natural gardening made easy
Do you have problems with plant lice, rose rust and co? We will show you how to control pests
without using chemical pesticides.
The diversity of roses
Every year, over 100 different rose varieties blossom on the grounds of the garden show. In this
guided tour you will also learn more about the ecological care and strengthening of roses. This tour
is only available from June to September.
Insights behind the scenes
You have never experienced DIE GARTEN TULLN like this before! Take a look behind the scenes of
the ecological garden show.

NEW

Native trees and their stories
On this tour you will discover tree and shrub rarities such as chestnut, common beech and silk tree.
Which one is suitable as a shade tree or is particularly heat-tolerant? As a special highlight, we will
determine the season according to nature‘s 10 seasons and visit our new tree collection.
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ACTIVE IN THE GARDEN
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HERBAL
WORKSHOP

NATURAL COSMETICS,
home-made

During the herb hike,
you will get to know wild
herbs and garden herbs
for the pleasure of taste
and well-being. The
collected garden herbs
will be turned into a tasty
snack as well as herbal
salt. You are free to
take home the self-made
herbal salt.

During a walk through the
gardens, you will learn more
about the queen of flowers –
the rose. Following the tour,
a nourishing rose lotion and
wonderfully fragrant rose
bath pralines will be produced
from high-quality raw
materials and oils for you to
take home.

Herbal workshop
including materials
Duration: 1,5 hours
(with admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN)

Natural cosmetics workshop
including materials
Duration: 1,5 hours
(with admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN)

Price per person 			
EUR 20,40

Price per person			
EUR 21,80

ACTIVE IN THE GARDEN

GARDEN Triathlon

DANUBE GARDEN
EXPERIENCE TOUR

The unique GARDEN
Triathlon promotes
team spirit and sporting
ambition. In teams,
participants first paddle
for a race in canoes in the
water park, followed by
a relay run through the
ecological show gardens.
Rubber boot throwing is
the last discipline, before
the most successful team is
awarded.

A garden offer of the
special kind. Experience
the „Natur im Garten“
world of experience along
the Danube, whose life and
history has been shaped by
the great river. This guided
tour tells about the Danube
and the special past of the
show gardens – an absolutely
unique experience!
You will receive an organic
seed bag to take home with
you.

GARDEN Triathlon
Duration: 2 to 3 hours
(with admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN)

Experience tour
Duration: 1,5 hours
(with admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Seed bag to take home

Price per person
EUR 29,50

Price per person			
EUR 16,30

CANOEING
in the Danube floodplains
Explore the overwhelming fauna
and flora of the Danube floodplains
in a canoe or pedal boat. The boat
landing stage is located directly in
front of the restaurant, from where
you can discover the Danube‘s
oxbow lakes, stretching over four
kilometres.
For groups, advance booking is
required at the Municipality of Tulln:
+43 (0)2272 / 690 330 or at
sport@tulln.at.
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DAY PROGRAMMES
Enjoy
DIE GARTEN TULLN

Experience
DIE GARTEN TULLN
& garden city of Tulln

DIE GARTEN TULLN
& Rose blossom

During a guided tour
through the gardens, you
will learn some interesting
facts about nature and
gardens before having the
opportunity to enjoy your
lunch on the water lily
terrace with a picturesque
view. Explore by yourself
the hidden corners of the
garden show and round off
your day with coffee and
and cake. You will receive
an organic seed bag to take
home with you.

During this garden tour,
you will receive valuable
information about
ecological gardening before
having the opportunity to
enjoy your lunch on the
water lily terrace with a
picturesque view. The „Tulli
Express“ will take you
comfortably to the sights of
the garden city of Tulln. The
train will, among others,
stop at the Egon Schiele
Museum, which you can
explore on your own.

The rose is the queen of
flowers and the floristic
symbol of love. Immerse
yourself in the romantic
world of of roses. At DIE
GARTEN TULLN, every
year over 100 different
rose varieties blossom
in all colours imaginable.
During this tour, you will
learn everything about
the ecological care and
strengthening of roses with
compost tea, beneficial
insects and others. You will
also receive a rose garden
soap to take home with
you.

Enjoy
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Guided tour of 45 minutes
2-course menu
Coffee and cake
Seed bag to take home
Duration: 3,5 hours

Experience the garden
city of Tulln
Admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Guided tour of 45 minutes
2-course menu
City tour
Egon Schiele Museum
Duration: 5 hours

Rose blossom
Admission to
DIE GARTEN TULLN
Guided tour of 90 minutes
„The diversity of roses“
2-course menu
Rose garden soap
Duration: 3,5 hours

Price per person			
EUR 33,90

Price per person 			
EUR 41,90

Price per person 			
EUR 34,50
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GASTRONOMY
RESTAURANT „DIE GÄRTNEREI“
The restaurant „Die Gärtnerei“ with its wonderful lily terrace invites you to relax and linger. In the
bavarian beer garden situated right in the middle of the gardens, you can enjoy small snacks and
drinks.
2-course menu*
with soup and main course
Price per person 				

EUR 15,50

3-course menu*
with soup, main course and dessert
Price per person 				

EUR 18,50

Grill buffet*
			
Price per person				

EUR 25,50

Goulash with pastry*
Price per person
		

EUR 8,20

Sausage with pastry*		
Price per person
		

EUR 4,90

Coffee and cake		
Price per person
		

EUR 6,90

Sparkling wine
on the water lily terrace
Price per glass
		

EUR 4,90

*The above prices do not include drinks. 			
The selection of meals varies depending on the vegetable and
herb season. Simply ask for the current menu.

GARDEN VINOTHEK WEIN•GE•NUSS
Round off the day with a wine tasting right in
the middle of the gardens. The garden vinothek
WEIN•GE•NUSS awaits you with local wines from the
Wagram region, produced by the Koch Winery.
Commented wine tasting (small)
4 wines and a small snack
Price per person EUR 8,50*
Commented wine tasting (large)
6 wines, mineral water and a small garden snack from
the region
Price per person EUR 12,50*

NEW

Winegrower‘s breakfast
Price per person EUR 12,50*

*Also included in the price: EUR 5,00 shopping voucher 					
(valid from a purchase of EUR 30,00 – cannot be combined with other promotions)
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PROGRAMMES FOR BLIND AND					
VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS
Guided tour
This tour focuses on multisensory experiences
of nature, active and receptive perceptions
of nature, as well as knowledge transfer in
ecological gardening. Also, the pleasurable
sensation of „being in the garden“ will not
come up short either.
Maximum number of participants: 10 persons
Accompanying persons are free of charge.

Guided tour and „active gardening“
Our gardens offer blind and visually impaired
persons and accompanying persons the
ideal setting for active gardening. Already
during the tour around the premises, fruits,
vegetables and herbs are harvested depending
on the season, plants are planted, fertilised
and watered in the raised beds, seeds are
sown or flower bulbs are planted.
Experienced gardeners can right away try
out practical tips for ecological gardening,
whereas gardening beginners can start their
gardening career in a self-indulgent way – with
a huge experience factor!
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EUR 78,00
EUR 123,00

PROGRAMMES FOR PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES
OUR GARDENS ARE THERE FOR
EVERYONE!
Based on this philosophy, we offer
programmes which are adapted to all needs:
„Sensory experiences and experiencing
nature“
The focus of this special tour is on the
stimulation of sensual perception, the mindful
lingering and enjoyment in nature, as well
as on discovering the diversity of plants and
animals in our gardens.
„Working with natural materials“
During an extensive round tour through our
gardens, we collect natural materials, which
are subsequently used to create natural
artworks, such as a miniature herbarium or
plant sap pictures.
„Active Gardening“
This workshop focuses on practical
gardening. While watering, weeding and
harvesting together, we will enjoy the positive
experiences of these activities on a cognitive,
emotional and sensorimotor level.
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PROGRAMMES FOR SCHOOLS AND
NURSERY SCHOOLS
At DIE GARTEN TULLN, children and young people can immerse themselves in the colourful world
of gardens. In our eco-educational programmes, kids learn how to playfully interact with nature.
Our experts provide support to the teaching staff as regards the age-appropriate teaching of the
contents of the „Natur im Garten“ model school garden.
Which animals live on our doorstep or which fruits and herbs are edible? In the „Natur im Garten“
world of experience, children – from nursery school to primary school to secondary school –
actively go on an exciting voyage of discovery and discover the local flora and fauna with all their
senses. Frogs, wild bees, squirrels, hedgehogs and many more – the 70 ecologically maintained
show gardens at DIE GARTEN TULLN are home to numerous animals, waiting to be discovered by
children hungry for knowledge.
The largest adventure and natural playground in Lower Austria not only offers space for
development but also many hidden angles and corners to discover and explore. On an area of
over 10,000 square metres, there are also numerous elements making it possible for children with
mobility impairments to play.
DIE GARTEN TULLN offers a multitude of ideas for a perfect excursion!
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GARTEN TULLN audio guide
The audio guide, which is available as the so-called Hearonymus
app, guides you around the premises and invites you to explore the
gardens at leisure.
Available for iOS in the App Store
and for Android in the Play Store

For more detailed information on our children‘s programmes, please visit our website at
www.diegartentulln.at and have a look at our folder for school and children‘s groups.
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ADDITIONALLY
Dogs
We kindly ask for your understanding that
dogs (except guide dogs, service and other
assistance dogs) are not allowed on the
premises of DIE GARTEN TULLN.

Rentals
Whether you are planning a company party,
fashion show or seminar in a green area or a
wedding in the garden of love – DIE GARTEN
TULLN offers many opportunities for your
event.

Arrival
DIE GARTEN TULLN is easy to reach from all
directions. Please visit our website at
www.diegartentulln.at to find the exact access
route.

Accommodation
The Tourist Information Donau Niederösterreich
Tourismus, Regional Office Tullner DonauraumWagram will be happy to assist you with your
planning.
+43 (0)2272 / 67 566
tullner-donauraum@donau.com
www.donau.com

Imprint
Editor and Publisher: DIE GARTEN TULLN GmbH, Am Wasserpark 1, A-3430 Tulln; Year of
publication: 2022; Responsible for text and contents: Adelheid Krätschmer; Layout & Graphics:
Matthias Spielauer/ „Natur im Garten“ Service GmbH; Pictures: DIE GARTEN TULLN, „Natur im
Garten“/A. Haiden, Philipp Monihart, Helmut Kail;
PEFC certified - This paper comes from sustainably managed forests and controlled sources.
www.pefc.at:
Subject to printing, typesetting & pricing errors.
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Information and			
Booking
DIE GARTEN TULLN GmbH
Am Wasserpark 1
A-3430 Tulln
Phone +43 (0)2272 / 68 188
Fax +43 (0)2272 / 68 188-199
office@diegartentulln.at
www.diegartentulln.at
www.facebook.com/diegartentulln
www.instagram.com/diegartentulln

Schaugarten

